HIV persistence during combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) is the principal obstacle to cure. Mechanisms responsible for persistence remain uncertain; infections may be maintained by persistence and clonal expansion of infected cells or by ongoing replication in anatomic locations with poor antiretroviral penetration. These mechanisms require different strategies for eradication, and determining their contributions to HIV persistence is essential. We used phylogenetic approaches to investigate, at the DNA level, HIV populations in blood, lymphoid, and other infected tissues obtained at colonoscopy or autopsy in individuals who were on cART for 8 to 16 years. We found no evidence of ongoing replication or compartmentalization of HIV; we did detect clonal expansion of infected cells that were present before cART. Long-term persistence, and not ongoing replication, is primarily responsible for maintaining HIV. HIV-infected cells present when cART is initiated represent the only identifiable source of persistence and is the appropriate focus for eradication.
INTRODUCTION
Combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) suppresses, but does not eradicate, HIV infections. Reports of successful HIV cure after bone marrow transplant and reports of long-term suppression of HIV following discontinuation of cART in some individuals show that both eradication and functional control of HIV are possible (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . The fact that these are rare events that were not observed in others undergoing bone marrow transplant (6) (7) (8) means that improving the outcomes for the majority of treated individuals will require a better understanding of the sources and mechanisms of HIV persistence during therapy. Two distinct mechanisms have been proposed to explain how the population of cells containing replication-competent HIV, denoted the HIV reservoir, are maintained in individuals undergoing successful cART: long-term persistence and clonal expansion of HIV-infected cells, and, alternatively, ongoing cycles of active HIV infection that continuously replenish the HIV reservoir. We and others reported, in those on cART, that HIV RNA in virus populations present in plasma or DNA populations obtained from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) do not diverge from samples obtained prior to therapy, suggesting that the persistence of long-lived infected cells, and not ongoing replication, is primarily responsible for maintenance of the reservoir (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . In addition, we and others demonstrated that clonal expansion of HIV-infected cells plays a major role in generating the HIV DNA populations that are present in those undergoing cART (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . In contrast, recent reports that analyzed samples from HIV-infected individuals, including those from lymph node, gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT), and cerebrospinal fluid suggested that certain anatomic locations could act as sanctuaries for HIV replication, at least in some individuals (23) (24) (25) (26) . Lorenzo-Redondo et al. (24) recently reported finding genetic changes in HIV proviruses [proviruses are the integrated form of retrovirus DNA (27) ] in the 6 months following the initiation of cART, leading to the generation of populations of HIV proviruses in tissues that were distinct from the population of HIV proviruses in PBMCs. That report and others (23, 25, 28, 29) suggested that HIV replication that was restricted to tissue sanctuary sites resulted in the generation of markedly different populations of HIV proviruses in blood and tissues after prolonged cART. In contrast, if the reservoir consists of cells (or their descendants) that were infected before cART was initiated, there will be no additional genetic changes in the populations of proviruses during cART. These two proposed mechanisms of HIV persistence would necessitate fundamentally different HIV eradication strategies: Ongoing HIV replication in sanctuary sites would require improved cART. In contrast, if cART completely blocks HIV replication, the problem that needs to be addressed is the survival and clonal expansion of cells that were infected before cART was initiated.
We conducted a critical test of the question of whether ongoing HIV replication persists in sanctuary locations by analyzing HIV populations in blood and tissues from individuals after prolonged cART (8 to 16 years). In untreated individuals, HIV replication is rapid and error prone (27) , leading to the accumulation of genetic changes that are readily detectable in the proviruses. Here, we found that infected cells persist and clonally expand, but there was no detectable evidence of HIV molecular evolution nor was there any evidence of compartmentalization of specific HIV proviruses in blood or tissues in six individuals who were studied during effective cART for prolonged periods, cumulatively totaling over 60 patient-years of follow-up.
To compare HIV RNA and DNA populations in blood cells and tissues, we first identified individuals from whom samples were available for analysis after prolonged cART (table S1). We chose to study individuals who initiated cART early after infection (AVBIO2-15, AVBIO2-04, and HAMB-1; table S1 and see the Supplementary Materials for clinical characteristics) and had tissue samples from colonoscopy (AVBIO2-15, AVBIO2-04, ileum, and colon) or autopsy (HAMB-1) after years of suppressive cART. The HIV DNA and RNA populations in individuals who initiate cART early after infection are genetically homogeneous, facilitating the identification of any genetic changes that arise during long-term cART. In addition, we also studied chronically infected individuals from whom we obtained samples from autopsy (HAMB-2) or routine research colonoscopy (AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37; see the Supplementary Materials for clinical characteristics). All of the participants in this study were male with a median age of 40 years at diagnosis who had undergone cART for a median of 17.8 years (range, 8 to 22.7 years) at the time tissue samples were obtained.
To determine whether there was detectable molecular evolution of HIV in tissues during cART, we analyzed single HIV RNA and DNA genomes recovered from total PBMCs and tissues to determine whether detectable genetic changes occurred during cART. We first determined the levels of HIV RNA in plasma and HIV DNA in PBMCs and tissues. HIV RNA was present in plasma, and the level declined after cART was initiated in all individuals (Figs. 1 to 3). HIV DNA was detectable in PBMCs and tissue samples in all participants after prolonged cART (table S2) . Consistent with previous reports (30, 31) , individuals who initiated cART early after infection (AVBIO2-15, AVBIO2-04, and HAMB-1) generally had lower levels of cell-associated HIV DNA (median, 54; range, <1 to 90 HIV DNA copies/10 6 cells) in their tissues compared with HIV DNA levels in their PBMCs (median, 195.3; range, 97 to 270.1 HIV DNA copies/10 6 PBMCs). The highest levels of HIV DNA were present in lymphoid tissue, including GALT and lymph node, while the lowest levels of HIV were detected in the central nervous system (table S2) . Individuals with AIDS who initiated cART during chronic HIV infection after years of infection and progressive immunodeficiency had higher levels of HIV DNA, which could be detected in all tissues, including the frontal and occipital lobes of the central nervous system (PBMCs: median, 779; tissues: median, 96 HIV DNA copies/10 6 cells; table S2). The relatively small number of HIV proviruses in tissues from the individuals who were treated early in infection precluded the use of next generation sequencing approaches for the analysis of the HIV DNA sequences (32, 33) . To ask whether there was detectable genetic change over time, we obtained single-genome sequences (SGSs) of the pro-pol region of HIV; we and others have previously demonstrated that, in the absence of cART, genetic changes reproducibly accumulate in this region of the genome over periods of 1 to 3 years (34, 35) . We also investigated HIV RNA sequences derived from virions present in the plasma prior to cART. In some cases, we were also able to recover HIV RNA sequences from the low level (<50 c/ml) of virus present in blood during cART.
Two individuals who were treated early underwent colonoscopy ( Fig. 1 , AVBIO2-15 and AVBIO2-04) after 8 to 16 years of cART, and one individual (HAMB-1) underwent autopsy after 8 years of cART. Pretherapy HIV populations were analyzed using sequences of HIV RNA from plasma (AVBIO2-15) and PBMC-derived HIV DNA (AVBIO2-04). For HAMB-1, PBMC-derived DNA samples were obtained at years 6 and 8 of cART, and HIV DNA sequences were determined from tissues obtained at autopsy. Baseline populations from the study participants who initiated cART early after the initial infection had low genetic diversity (Table 1) , with sequences displaying 0.04 to 0.46% average pairwise difference. This result is similar to prior reports (36, 37) that showed that there was limited genetic diversity in HIV genomic RNA sequences obtained from individuals treated early after infection. We performed phylogenetic analysis of these HIV sequences (Figs. 1 to 3). As expected, pretherapy samples from AVBIO2-15, AVBIO2-04, and HAMB-1 yielded numerous identical pro-pol sequences, consistent with infection by one or perhaps two HIV variants (36, 37) . These variants persisted after prolonged cART, as demonstrated by the sequences of HIV RNA derived from plasma, from HIV DNA derived from PBMCs, and from all of the tissues we sampled at colonoscopy and autopsy, including colon, ileum, lung, lymph node, spleen, and jejunum (Figs. 1 to 3, arrow). We used root-to-tip phylogenetic analysis ( Fig. 4) , an approach that quantifies genetic changes that have accumulated in the populations of HIV RNA and DNA sequences (11) . Using a consensus HIV sequence obtained from pretherapy plasma HIV (AVBIO2-15) or PBMCderived HIV (AVBIO2-04) as the baseline root, we calculated the genetic distance to sequences obtained at subsequent time points. If there were genetic changes, then the genetic distances from this baseline sequence to the sequences obtained later (root to tip) would increase with time. As shown in Fig. 4 , there was no increase in the root-to-tip distances for HIV DNA sequences from PBMC, colon, or ileum samples obtained following prolonged cART. Similarly, for HAMB-1, using a PBMC-derived consensus HIV sequence obtained after 6 years of therapy as the baseline root, we found no increase in root-to-tip distances in any of the HIV DNA sequences obtained from the PBMC samples taken before autopsy or from any of the tissue samples taken at autopsy (Fig. 4) . These data show that there is no evidence of sequence evolution, which implies that there is little or no ongoing replication in any of the locations we sampled. Instead, it is likely that the HIV DNA sequences are from cells infected prior to the initiation of cART or are from cells infected prior to cART that have clonally expanded (18, 19, 21) . The low genetic diversity of the HIV DNA in individuals treated early in infection means that many of the sequences are so similar that we cannot use sequence differences to infer clonal expansion of the infected cells. In some cells, HIV DNA may undergo extensive G-to-A changes during replication as the result of the APOBEC (apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like) innate immune defense system, yielding hypermutated proviruses; patterns of hypermutation are specific for individual cells, and recovering multiple sequences of proviral DNA with identical hypermutation patterns is evidence of clonal expansion. Analysis of hypermutants revealed that there was clonal expansion of some of the HIV-infected cells in these individuals ( fig. S1 ). For instance, we identified a hypermutant sequence present in PBMCs in AVBIO2-04 prior to cART and subsequently identified 42 copies of the identical hypermutant in both ileum-and colon-derived tissues obtained 16 years later (fig. S1), demonstrating that there are HIV-infected cells that can persist and proliferate during therapy in individuals who initiated cART shortly after infection, including in areas of GALT with distinct immune functions, including ileum with lymph oid follicles and an inductive immune function and colon with predominantly effector immune functions.
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Fig. 1. No evidence of HIV molecular evolution in the colon or ileum during suppressive ART in individuals undergoing initiated therapy early after HIV infection (AVBIO2-15 and AVBIO2-04).
HIV-infected study participants underwent antiretroviral therapy within months of HIV infection (see the Supplementary Materials), and response to cART is indicated in plots of CD4 and viral RNA levels. HIV was sampled from plasma and PBMCs prior to and during cART, and at the time of routine colonoscopy after prolonged ART. AVBIO2-04 underwent several treatment interruptions, as indicated by short increases in viral RNA. HIV pro-pol sequences were obtained and then aligned; neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees were constructed; and bootstrap support >75 is indicated (*). Hypermutated sequences were removed, and identical sequences were grouped for ease of presentation. ycART, years of cART.
It is possible that individuals like the study participants AVBIO2-15, AVBIO2-04, and HAMB-1 who were treated early had a well-preserved immune system, which might explain why there was little or no ongoing replication in the tissues in this group once cART was initiated. Thus, we also investigated individuals who had AIDS when they initiated cART to determine whether there was evidence of detectable changes in the HIV DNA sequences present in samples from participants with progressive immunodeficiency (HAMB-2, AVBIO2-35, and AVBIO2-37; Figs. 2 and 3 and Table 1 ). We studied one individual who underwent autopsy (HAMB-2) and two individuals who underwent routine colonoscopy (AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37) after prolonged cART. In contrast to the limited genetic diversity detected in individuals who were treated early in infection, study participants initiating therapy during chronic HIV infection had genetically diverse HIV populations (HAMB-2, AVBIO2-35, and AVBIO2-37; Table 1) , with average pairwise differences (1.0 to 3.4%) that were 8-to 10-fold higher than those detected in AVBIO2-15, AVBIO2-04, and HAMB-1, reflecting the HIV mutations that accumulated over the years of active replication.
Fig. 2. No evidence of HIV molecular evolution in diverse tissues obtained at autopsy (HAMB-1 and HAMB-2)
. PBMCs were obtained from individuals after years of cART, and tissue samples were taken at autopsy after these individuals expired. HIV pro-pol sequences were obtained and then aligned; neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees were constructed). Hypermutated sequences were removed, and root-to-tip distances were determined as in Fig. 1 . HAMB-1 initiated cART early after infection, and HAMB-2 initiated ART during chronic infection (see the Supplementary Materials). HIV DNA sequences obtained at the time of autopsy did not diverge from HIV DNA sequences recovered from PBMCs years previously. HIV DNA sequences that were identical to HIV DNA sequences from the PBMCs were found in all the tissues sampled, including the lung, spleen, multiple lymph nodes, testes, and the frontal and occipital lobes of the brain taken at autopsy; as a result, there were numerous groups with identical sequences present from multiple anatomic locations and PBMCs (black arrows).
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HIV genetic diversity was present in all tissues in HAMB-2 at autopsy, including lymph nodes, spleen, lung, testes, and the frontal and occipital lobes of the brain. As expected, this resulted in phylogenetic trees of HIV sequences with complex branching (Figs. 2 and 3 , HAMB-2, AVBIO2-35, and AVBIO2-37). Identical HIV sequences suggestive of probable clones were recovered from PBMCs and multiple tissues at once, including the brain (Fig. 2, HAMB-2 , black arrows), indicating probable clones traffic widely through infected individuals.
Longitudinal analysis of samples taken from two of these individuals (AVBIO235 and AVBIO2-37) who had undergone mono-and dual therapy prior to receiving effective cART provided opportunities to demonstrate that we could detect HIV sequence evolution during suboptimal antiretroviral therapy. Prior to effective cART, phylogenetic analysis showed that there were new and distinct nodes for branches in the HIV phylogenetic trees, and increasing branch lengths, both of which demonstrated the accumulation of genetic changes in the Fig. 3 . Evidence of HIV molecular evolution during suboptimal therapy, but not during cART. HIV RNA was obtained from plasma, and HIV DNA was obtained from PBMCs and tissues obtained at colonoscopy from individuals (AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37) who underwent suboptimal therapy prior to suppressive cART as indicated; samples were obtained prior to any therapy, during suboptimal ART, and after effective combination therapy was initiated as indicated. Single-genome sequencing was performed; hypermutated sequences were removed as in Figs. 1 and 2 . Groups of identical sequences with no drug resistance mutations (DRMs; bracket) were detected after prolonged suppression on cART in PBMCs and in tissues that were similar to sequences obtained prior to initiating any ART.
population. As a result, root-to-tip distances increased during monoor dual therapy (Fig. 4, AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37). AVBIO2-35 was sampled while on mono-and dual therapy with persistent viremia, and subsequently after years of effective cART. As shown in Fig. 4 , there were significant (3.3-fold) increases in root-to-tip distances during the 8.5-year period of nonsuppressive therapy, and drug resistance mutations accumulated during nonsuppressive therapy ( Fig. 4) . After switching to effective cART, however, there were no additional increases in root-to-tip distances (Fig. 4 , AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37), and no additional resistance mutations were detected in the proviral DNA in blood or tissues. Combining data from all individuals, no genetic change in HIV was detected sampling over 60 person-years of suppressive cART. Phylogenetic analysis of sequences from the chronically infected individuals also revealed that the HIV DNA and RNA sequences obtained from plasma, PBMCs, or tissues during the course of suppressive cART were highly related, with few sequences having branches with significant bootstrap support (Fig. 2, HAMB-2; Fig. 3 , AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37), demonstrating that these sequences remained well mixed over prolonged periods, with multiple examples of identical sequences derived from different anatomic sources.
The sequential emergence of the drug resistance mutations during suboptimal therapy provided useful markers that could be used to determine the relative ages of the proviruses. For example, AVBIO2-35 underwent prolonged suboptimal antiretroviral therapy beginning in 1993, and analysis of plasma-derived HIV viral RNA populations in 2002 showed that all the SGSs obtained from plasma samples had acquired numerous mutations, including D67N and Y188C in reverse transcriptase (RT). The individual underwent suppressive therapy, and, at the time colonoscopy samples were obtained in 2013, after 11 years of effective cART, most of the proviruses contained these two resistance mutations, but no new resistance mutations were found. We also identified, however, a series of SGSs from proviruses with the wild-type D67 and Y188 sequence in samples from the colon and PBMCs (Fig. 3, AVBIO2-35, bracket) , strongly suggesting that the cells that carried the wild-type RT sequences were infected prior to the emergence of the viruses that contained the drug resistance mutations. Similarly, AVBIO2-37 ( Fig. 3 ) initiated suboptimal therapy in 1993; by 1997, every RNA sequence from plasmaderived HIV contained numerous drug resistance mutations. There were proviruses with the same resistance mutations in the HIV DNA sequences from colon and ileum samples, and there were also a series of identical proviruses present whose sequences were similar to pretherapy HIV and had no drug resistance mutations. The cells containing these proviruses, which were probably clonally expanded, which were present in tissues, would have been present for over 20 years (Fig. 3 , AVBIO2-37, bracket). In these two individuals (Fig. 3 , AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37), we detected an overall decrease in root-to-tip distance. This can be explained by clonal expansion and persistence of a subset of the infected cells with no resistance mutations ( Fig. 3) .
These data show that, if therapy is suboptimal, detectable genetic changes in HIV proviruses accumulated over time. After the introduction of effective cART, however, no additional genetic changes were detected, and cells that were infected prior to suppressive therapy persisted during effective cART.
We performed additional population genetics analyses of nucleotide variation in plasma-, PBMC-, and tissue-derived HIV RNA and DNA (see the Supplementary Materials) to look for any evidence of genetic changes, including changes occurring at positions conferring predicted immunological escape from cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs). We found (table S2) , as expected, that HIV populations in recently infected individuals were highly uniform prior to therapy (36, 37) ; after cART, no shift in the overall population during therapy occurred ( fig. S2, HAMB-1) . In contrast, population shifts were detected in individuals while undergoing suboptimal cART, but no additional shift occurred after effective cART was introduced ( fig. S2 , . In addition to the overall population analysis, we also investigated whether individual genetic changes had occurred in HIV over prolonged periods; we found no new immune escape variants emerged during cART (see the Supplementary Materials, population genetics analysis). In contrast, new variants did emerge and persist during suboptimal antiretroviral therapy (AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37) or when cART was interrupted, even for brief periods (see the Supplementary Materials).
Determining the source(s) of HIV persistence during cART is central to developing curative and functional control strategies for HIV infection (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) . Reservoirs of long-lived cells have been identified as long-lived reservoirs of CD4 + lymphocytes infected with replication-competent HIV, at least some of which undergo clonal expansion (20, 43, 44) . "Shock and kill" strategies have been proposed as a way to activate and eliminate latently infected cells (40, 45, 46) . In contrast, a number of studies have reported ongoing HIV replication as the result of substantially reduced levels of antiretroviral drug concentrations in tissues, including lymphoid cells in the lymph node, gut mucosa, and GALT, preventing complete inhibition of active viral replication; low drug levels have not been a universal finding in all tissues, including GALT (47) . In settings where low drug levels persist, modeling studies predict ongoing cycles of active HIV replication in resident lymphocytes potentially confined in these tissues. Modeling studies have reported that ART levels that are sufficiently low will permit full HIV replication without selection of drug-resistant mutations. In such circumstances, active replication with error-prone RT-mediated HIV replication will lead to accumulation of genetic change in HIV genomes in these sanctuary sites and may not be detected in populations of peripheral blood lymphocytes, which will contain cells trafficking from a variety of sources where replication is not taking place. In contrast, the tissue-derived cells will be enriched for cells with evidence of ongoing replication (23) (24) (25) . If HIV continues to replicate during cART, more effective cART would be required to prevent new infections and accelerate the decay of the HIV reservoir. In a critical test of the ongoing replication model, we detected no evidence of genetic changes in HIV (DNA) sequences from blood or tissue after many years of cART. In chronically infected individuals sampled over time during cART (HAMB-2, AVBIO2-35, and AVBIO2-37), HIV DNA and RNA sequences in tissues, plasma, and PBMCs remained highly related, with identical variants present in distinct locations, indicating a well-mixed population; well-mixed populations of HIV have been previously reported in GALT and peripheral blood (48) . Here, we additionally find that potential sanctuary sites such as the brain, lung, and lymph node share identical HIV sequences (Fig. 2, HAMB-2 ). In individuals with acquired drug resistance who subsequently underwent suppressive cART with the addition of new agents, no new resistance mutations accumulated in tissue sources, even though the effective therapy included antivirals that were not fully effective (AVBIO2-35 and AVBIO2-37). The study reported here did not detect evidence of ongoing cycles of HIV replication; prior work reporting ongoing replication during cART (24) analyzed next generation sequences obtained from blood and lymph node from individuals after 3 to 6 months of cART. In a detailed analysis, Rosenbloom and co-workers (49) demonstrated that the evidence of molecular evolution during this relatively short period of cART may be explained by the rapid loss of small subpopulations of HIV-infected cells that are eliminated shortly after cART is introduced. In addition, Kearney and co-workers noted the next generation sequence datasets used in (24) had limitations arising from sampling issues and amplification bias (50) . It is impossible to formally rule out infrequent replication events using phylogenetic techniques, and we were, in fact, able to detect genetic changes that occurred during relatively short (circa 4 weeks) periods of cART interruption (see the Supplementary Materials, AVBIO2-04). During continuous therapy, however, we did not detect evidence of ongoing replication during a total of over 60 person-years of cART.
Approaches to quantify and characterize HIV populations will be necessary to define HIV eradication or functional control. The data reported here and elsewhere (11-13, 15, 22, 51-53) indicate that cure efforts should focus on determining the fundamental characteristics of HIV populations present during cART other than ongoing replication. We need to better define the fraction of proviruses that are replication competent, their genetic diversity, the degree of clonal expansion of the infected cells, and what controls the proportion of proviruses expressing HIV. Characterizing the genetic diversity of the proviruses that form the reservoir would include identifying the possible presence of CTL and antibody escape mutations, which could emerge and would require specific elimination. Determining the extent of clonal expansion of the infected cells that carry infectious proviruses is critical. The presence of clones, including those containing infectious HIV, is substantial and will require extensive and potent efforts for elimination or functional control. Determining the proportion of all proviruses, both defective and replication competent, that are expressing HIV is important because both intact and defective proviruses may contribute to ongoing inflammation and HIV pathogenesis (51, 54, 55) . Developing new approaches for the eradication or functional control of HIV is daunting, but characterizing the genetic diversity and extent of clonal expansion of infected cells and understanding what controls the expression of these proviruses will define the magnitude of the challenge.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study participants
Samples were obtained from six individuals enrolled in studies of HIV infection and treatment approved by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (protocol 97-I-0082, 95-I-0027, or 08-I-0221) or the National Cancer Institute (NCI) (protocol 01-C0038, 16-C-0047A, or 16-C-0066) Intramural Institutional Review Boards (FWA00005897), and conducted at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Clinical Center in Bethesda, Maryland (table S1). Study participants provided written consent for research studies. Clinical information was abstracted from medical records at the NIH Clinical Center; plasma and PBMCs were obtained during protocol visits by phlebotomy, cytopheresis, or both. Routine CD4 cell counts and HIV viral RNA determinations were obtained as previously described (27) . Samples from the colon and ileum were obtained through research colonoscopy (protocol 95-I-0027). Autopsies were performed within 14 to 72 hours after expiration, and dissected samples were stored at −70 o C.
HIV sequence analysis
HIV sequence analysis DNA was prepared from PBMC and tissue samples, and HIV DNA copy numbers were determined using realtime polymerase chain reaction assays as previously described; in parallel, total cell equivalents were determined for each sample by quantifying CCR5 gene DNA copy number (45) . In plasma samples, HIV RNA was extracted as previously described (10, 27) . SGSs of HIV p6-RT were obtained and then aligned, and neighbor-joining phylogenetic analyses were performed [MEGA (46) ]. Hypermutants were identified using HYPERMUT (www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/ HYPERMUT/hypermut.html); for ease of visualization of phylogenetic trees, hypermutants were removed from phylogenetic trees in Figs. 1 to 3 . In individuals who acquired drug resistance mutations during the course of therapy, phylogenetic trees were also constructed with drug resistance mutations removed; no differences in phylogenetic relationships were detected, and only minor changes were detected in branch lengths. Genetic diversity (average pairwise difference) was determined (46) . To investigate the distribution of pairwise differences, we determined the nucleotide differences between each pair of sequences for the SGS within time points and between time points. The distribution of the intra-and inter-time point pairwise differences was compared in histogram analysis using Microsoft Excel programs. To determine root-to-tip distances, we first constructed a consensus root sequence that was obtained from sequences obtained from the earliest time point sampled (www.hiv.lanl.gov/ content/ sequence/CONSENSUS/consensus.html); for participants AVBIO2-15, AVBIO2-04, and HAMB-1, this consensus represented early HIV infection, and for individuals with chronic HIV infection (HAMB-2, AVBIO2-35, and AVBIO2-37), this consensus represented the earliest sampling date. While this consensus may not represent the root of all subsequent sequences, it is a sample predating all subsequent samples. The root-to-tip distance was calculated using the nucleotide distance [p distance, MEGA (46) ] from this consensus root to each single genome sequence obtained at each time point; differences in root-to-tip distances between time points were determined by Student's t test and by determining slope using the maximum likelihood approach (14) , which yielded consistent results. Sequences are deposited in GenBank with accession numbers: MN461570-MN462555.
Population genetics characteristics
Population genetics characteristics (numbers of polymorphic sites, numbers of singleton sites) were determined using DnaSP (DNA Sequence Polymorphism) (47) . To investigate whether the HIV population was evolving neutrally or violated one or more neutral population characteristics (e.g., random mating, constant population size, absence of selection or recombination), we used the Tajima's D statistic in DnaSP (48) , which calculates the differences between genetic diversity (average pairwise difference) and numbers of segregating sites (polymorphisms). Resistance mutation profiles were determined using the Stanford HIV database (https://hivdb.stanford.edu).
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